Docking Bay 327 Build Guide
For Minifigure Scale UCS Falcon
Summary:
This a build guide for a Death Star Docking Bay 327 diorama for minifig scale UCS Falcon. The goal was to build a high quality set while keeping part count (i.e. cost) down as much as possible.

Note:
Most of the parts are from BuildMOC, which is the brand of the overseas building block manufacturer. The mold has high precision, high export quality, and almost no difference in toughness and color fullness compared with Lego parts.

Due to the large number of parts required for MOC sets, we are constantly enriching the parts category. Currently individual parts in a set may be replaced with Lego pieces, color replacements, or multiple small parts to make a large part. Sorry for the inconvenience.

Thank you for your trust and support, we serve you wholeheartedly.

All dark red blocks in the suit are all replaced by red. 47974 are all replaced by 4pcs 4x4 30565. And the color of the 3 building blocks in the suit is as follows, hope your kindly understand. Thank you!
Note that the base plates extending past the set will need to be cut to fit:

Screen Snapshots:
The remaining pages are screen snapshots of various sections of the set. You do not need to build in the order they are presented. I would recommend starting with the gate first.
Have fun building!!!